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What happened  
In March of 2021, our team identified real estate investment trusts (REITs) as having catch-up 
potential given their prior underperformance. We expected a rebound in sectors most 
negatively impacted by the pandemic. The consensus also seemed to underappreciate the 
shift in sector composition towards areas that supported e-commerce and the digital 
economy.   

Our base case largely played out, and REITs outperformed the S&P 500 by a wide margin 
last year. We saw a broad-based recovery, with many of the pandemic-sensitive sectors 
seeing dramatic outperformance. Fund flows from operations (FFO) for REITs also rebounded 
as the economy healed and vaccines arrived. However, so far in 2022, REITs have struggled 
alongside the broader market.  
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Key takeaways 
• After a strong 2021, REITs 

have been under pressure 
in 2022. 

• Despite this turbulence, we 
continue to see REITs as 
an attractive portfolio 
diversifier. 

• The sector composition of 
REITs – which includes 
secular growth, cyclical, 
and defensive exposures – 
is a tailwind in our view, as 
is the attractive dividend 
yield. 

• These exposures should 
help bolster the asset class 
in a wide range of 
scenarios. 

• We also expect REITs’ 
fundamentals to be 
supported by continued 
strong economic growth in 
the U.S. and as society 
continues to adapt to 
COVID-19 and its variants. 

 

 



 

 

Our take – Sector composition, dividend yield supportive 
We maintain a positive view on REITs. The sector composition, which includes growth, 
cyclical, and defensive exposures is a tailwind in our view. These exposures should 
help bolster the asset class in a wide range of scenarios.  

Although the spike in COVID-19 cases due to the omicron variant has delayed the return to 
the office for many companies, we expect it to occur later in the year aided by COVID-19 
vaccines and therapeutics. Additionally, as the world continues adapting to the virus, this 
should help the pandemic-sensitive sectors, such as offices, as well as some of the more 
economically-sensitive areas of REITs, such as hotels/lodging and resorts.  

Conversely, as the business cycle matures or should worries about new variants or the 
economic outlook intensify, more defensive areas driven by secular growth, such as 
industrials, data centers, and cell towers, should perform well. Importantly, these secular 
growth sectors, many of which support the digital economy, have become a much 
larger part of the index. The more cyclical areas are now a much smaller part of the index 
than they were over a decade ago. 

Furthermore, fundamentals and demand for real estate should be supported by a U.S. 
economy that we expect to grow above trend through 2023 alongside society’s improved 
adaptability to new variants. We expect occupancy growth and rents to accelerate, ultimately 
supporting revenue growth. That said, demand growth is likely to vary based on sector, 
underscording our favorable view of REITs’ sector composition.  

 

 

Data source: Truist IAG, S&P Dow Jones. REITs are represented by the S&P U.S. REIT Index. 

 

 

REIT sector breakdown

Specialized, 23.8%
(Primarily data centers 
and cell towers)

Residential, 19.8% 

Industrial, 16.8% 

Retail, 14.2% 

Healthcare, 9.8% 
Office, 8.4% 
Diversified, 3.9% 
Hotel & Resort, 3.2% 

Sectors that are tied to  
e-commerce and the digital 
economy are now nearly 40% 
of the REIT index. 

 

 

The more pandemic-sensitive 
sectors make up almost 26% 
of the index. This is down 
from closer to 46% in 2010. 



 

 

Compared to U.S. stocks and higher-quality fixed income, REITs have a higher dividend 
yield, which makes them attractive in the continuing low-yield environment. This comes 
as a result of REITs having to pay out at least 90% of their earnings in the form of dividends to 
shareholders, making them a good option for investors looking for income-producing assets 
within their portfolios’ equity allocations. 

 

Valuation, as measured by the price-to-fund-flows-from-operations ratio (P/FFO), has come 
down year to date, though it is still elevated. This is due to REITs’ strong performance over 
the last year. Accordingly, similar to U.S. stocks, we expect the performance of REITs to be 
driven by earnings (FFO growth) as opposed to the valuation expansion that occurred early in 
the bull market. 

 

The risks to our view are the current interest rate and inflation environment as well as the 
unknowns around future variants of COVID-19. Our work shows that REITs have tended to 
underperform the S&P 500 on average during periods when the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield is 
rising, producing an average annual return of 6.8% versus the S&P 500’s average of 17.7%. 
However, our view is that if rates rise as a result of the continued economic recovery, then 
REITs’ fundamentals should still be supportive. 
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Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet. REITs are represented by the iShares U.S. Real Estate ETF.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg. REITs are represented by the S&P U.S. REIT Index. Dividend income from REITs 
isn’t tax advantaged like corporate dividends. Investment grade corporates are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. 
Corporate Investment Grade Index. Core bonds are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Agg Index. Dividend yields for 
REITs and the S&P 500 are shown. Meanwhile, the yields for 10-year U.S. Treasuries, Investment grade corporates and 
core bonds are used. 



 

 

REITs have historically lagged during periods of rising interest rates 
 

S&P 500 (%) REITs (%)

Starting Ending Change
Return

(Annualized)
Return

(Annualized)
10/1993 11/1994 5.4 7.9 2.5 1.8 -10.0
10/1998 1/2000 4.4 6.7 2.2 28.3 -4.2
6/2003 6/2006 3.4 5.2 1.8 11.4 26.4
1/2009 12/2009 2.3 3.9 1.6 26.5 28.6
8/2012 12/2013 1.5 3.0 1.5 25.7 2.2
8/2016 10/2018 1.5 3.2 1.7 12.6 -2.0

Average 3.1 5.0 1.9 17.7 6.8

10-year Treasury yield (%)

Periods of rising 10-
year Treasury yield

 

 

The performance of REITs also tends to be challenged during periods of low and high 
inflation. REITs tend to outperform the S&P 500 when inflation, as measured by the 
consumer price index, is within a range of 2-4%. This is consistent with our 
expectations for 2022. 

 

Data source: Truist IAG, Morningstar, Bloomberg. REITs are represented by the S&P U.S. REIT Index. Inflation is represented 
by year-over-year changes in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Data is from July 1989 – December 2021. 

 

Bottom line 
Despite a challenging start to 2022, we continue to see REITs as an attractive diversifier 
within portfolios. The sector composition of REITs, which includes growth, cyclical, and 
defensive exposures is a tailwind in our view. These exposures should help bolster the asset 
class in a wide range of scenarios. 
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REITs are subject to risks, including – market, natural disasters, and interest rate increases.  
The dividend income received from REITs isn’t tax advantaged like corporate dividends. 

 

Data source: Truist IAG, Morningstar. REITs are represented by the S&P U.S. REIT Index. 
Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
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